Fast high-resolution 3D total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy by incidence angle scanning and azimuthal averaging
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Total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy (TIRFM) is the method of choice to visualize a variety of cellular processes in particular events localized near the plasma membrane of live adherent cells. This imaging technique not relying on particular fluorescent probes provides a high sectioning capability. It is, however, restricted to a single plane. We present here a method based on a versatile design enabling fast multilayered azimuthal resolving and incidence angle scanning to computationally reconstruct 3D images sequences. We achieve unprecedented 50-nm axial resolution over a range of 800 nm above the coverslip. We apply this imaging modality to obtain structural and dynamical information about 3D actin architectures. We also temporally decipher distinct Rab11a-dependent exocytosis events in 3D at a rate of seven stacks per second.
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High-resolution techniques relying on specific fluorescent probes (1–5) allow imaging at the nanometer scale. However, they impose severe constraints on tagging and cannot be easily combined with colocalization (6) (photoactivated localization microscopy or stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy). In general, these approaches improve resolution at the expense of a low image acquisition rate. Structured illumination microscopy (SIM), although not relying on particular properties of fluorescent probes such as photoconversion and being well suited for multicolor tagging (7, 8), still requires the acquisition of a number of raw images (ranging from 9 to 15 images) to build a single full doubled resolved optical section. Consequently, despite recent advances (9), SIM remains poorly adapted to fast imaging of dynamical events. Finally, with the noticeable exception of sophisticated combinations (4), most of these methods use illumination configurations that expose the entire sample thickness to intense light radiation. Therefore, phototoxic effect of whole-cell illumination is often a limitation for live cell imaging.

In total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy (TIRFM), fluorophores are excited with evanescent waves that intensity decays exponentially with the distance from the interface (10). The imaged section is therefore thinner (100–200 nm) in comparison with most optical sectioning techniques like confocal (11) or multiphoton microscopy (12), whose temporal resolutions are additionally limited. Therefore, TIRFM is particularly suitable for imaging the plasma membrane where fundamental cellular mechanisms related to cell/substrate contact regions, secretory and endocytic processes (13), binding of ligands to cell surface receptors, and dynamical remodeling of cytoskeleton elements take place. High temporal resolution is required as, for example, docking of vesicles to the plasma membrane may last for less than half a second (14) and fusion events can be complete in less than 300 ms (15). If classical TIRFM exhibits modulation patterns that prevent accurate quantification analysis, elimination of these artifacts can be achieved by varying the azimuthal angle of the illumination beam during the exposure time (16, 17) and an accurate control of the incident beam orientation (18). Finally, multiple incidence angle TIRFM measurements can be further exploited to map the cell membrane (19, 20), the depth of vesicles (21), or microtubules filaments (22) using the relationship between the illumination angle and the penetration depth of the evanescent wave, thus adding a third dimension to TIRFM imaging. However, to our knowledge, these approaches remain in the realm of localization techniques, whereas reconstruction of high-resolution 3D volume from multilayer total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) image stacks has not yet been reported.

We present a TIRF-based approach enabling the acquisition multilayer stacks of images in time lapse combined with a method to estimate the tridimensional density of fluorophores. The reconstruction of multilayer stacks is based on the inversion of a theoretical model of the imaging operator. We have validated this model on calibrated samples and challenged the proposed reconstruction approach on actin cytoskeleton organization in vitro or near the cell surface of living cells. We also demonstrate the time and axial resolving capability of our approach with the study of intracellular markers involved in fast vesicle trafficking from the cell depth down to fusion sites at the plasma membrane.

**Significance**

Recent progress has pushed forward the resolving capacity of optical microscopy at the expense of a low acquisition rate and use of specific probes. Such limitations make these techniques incompatible with dynamics localization of multiple elements in single cell. We report here a method to recover 3D volumes from images obtained using several total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) incidence angles at dense regime of acquisition. This approach allows investigating several dynamical processes occurring in depth of the cell up to 800 nm from the plasma membrane such as actin remodeling. The study of time-correlated molecular behaviors at the very late steps of vesicle docking–fusion during exocytosis of two distinct recycling transport intermediates, in 3D and at high axial resolution, is also accessible.
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Results

Multiangle Azimuthal Averaging TIRFM. In objective-based TIRFM, an evanescent wave is created at the output of the objective by a laser beam focused in the back focal plane (BFP) of the objective. As depicted in Fig. S1A, the output incidence angle $\theta$ of the beam is determined in the BFP by the radial distance $r$ between the focused beam and the optical axis such that $r = n_f \sin \theta$, where $n_f$ is the optical index of the glass and $f$ is the focal length of the objective. To scramble ring and fringe interference patterns induced by dusts and filters and obtain an even illumination, we use galvanometers (17). The beam spins circularly during the exposure time, so that each point of the described circle corresponds to the same incidence angle $\theta$, but not the same azimuthal angle $\phi$. To assess the quality of the proposed setup, we have imaged the BFP of the objective and recorded the trajectory of the focused beam for one and multiple azimuthal revolutions by varying the exposure time (Fig. S1C). In real image acquisition conditions, hardware synchronization maintains an integer number of circles during the exposure time, therefore ensuring a constant illumination across time. Kymographs (Fig. S1D) and profiles (Fig. S1E) show that the width of the circles remains stable for various incidence angles. Moreover, a measurement of the intensity at the BFP of the objective (Fig. S1F) shows that it does not depend on the azimuthal angle. Finally, the proposed approach allows using the fact that the penetration depth remains constant while interference patterns, which depend on $\phi$, are averaged out and vanish. This is illustrated in Fig. 1A and B where fluorescently labeled clathrin-coated plaques are illuminated with either a fixed or spinning azimuthal angle. Depending on the fluorescence distribution, even when not visible, modulations may alter the measurements and hinder quantitative analysis of the images (Fig. 2A and B; zoomed area in right part). The proposed approach achieves one revolution in 6.5 ms with optimal circle quality, enabling imaging of fast dynamics without compromize on the field of view. In the next experiments, the temporal resolution will not be limited by the scanning module but rather by the number of collected photons, phototoxicity, and the frame rate of the camera.

Using a dedicated component embedded in the acquisition software and the proposed high-speed motorization (SI Materials and Methods and Fig. S2A and B), both the radial distance $r$ and the excitation wavelength could be modified within less than 1 ms, allowing to adapt the penetration depth to the excitation wavelength or to create advanced acquisition protocols while using simultaneously exposure and to the excitation wavelength or to create advanced acquisition protocols while using sequentially total internal reflection (outer circle) and oblique wide-field (WF) (inner circle), illumination can be performed as shown in the top right scheme of Fig. S1B. Finally, a TIRF acquisition protocol where the penetration depth is adapted for two different wavelengths is illustrated by the last scheme (Fig. 1B, Bottom Right). In this case, the two channels can be detected simultaneously using a multichannel device while scanning the two colored circles one after the other within the same exposure time. Note that one of the circles may correspond to an incidence angle below the critical angle and leads to simultaneous WF and TIRF imaging of two distinct molecular entities.

To illustrate these capabilities, we have imaged M10 cells onto fibronectin-coated micropatterns and stably expressing Langerin genetically fused with eYFP in its luminal domain, a transmembrane protein known to undergo constitutive recycling to the plasma membrane (23), using sequentially oblique WF (Fig. 1C, Left) and TIRF illumination (Fig. 1C, Middle). Emission yield of eYFP being strongly reduced by the pH environment of the endosomial-recycling compartments (15), a sudden increase of signal is an indicator of vesicle fusion at the cell surface. The overall dynamic process, which includes vesicle docking and fusion mechanisms, takes place within 2 s in a confined space, at first near and latter at the plasma membrane (Fig. 1D). By coupling azimuthal averaging with the sequential acquisition of images corresponding to two distinct incidence angles $\theta$ located on either side of the TIRF critical angle, behavior of vesicles from in depth the cell to the surface could be recorded with a frame rate of 20 frames per second (fps) over sequences lasting for up to few minutes providing a rough estimate of the depth localization over time of these vesicles (Movie S1). To further gain axial resolution, we considered multiangle TIRFM image stack acquisitions by increasing the number of incidence angles and investigated the 3D reconstruction of the resulting image stacks.

Three-Dimensional Reconstruction of Multiangle TIRFM Image Stacks. Images denoted $g(\theta)$ measured at each incidence angle $\theta$ result from the averaging of the intensity contribution obtained by
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varying the azimuth $\varphi$ during the exposure time and can be modeled by the following expression:

$$g(\theta) = \int_0^\infty \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} I(z, \alpha, \varphi)\rho(\theta - \alpha, \varphi) f(z)dzd\alpha d\varphi,$$

where $f(z)$ is the density of fluorophores in the medium convolved by the emission point spread function and $\rho(\cdot)$ represents the laser beam profile of divergence $\Omega$. The function $I(z, \alpha, \varphi)$ describes the intensity of the electric field as a function of the depth $z$, the incidence angle $\alpha$, and the azimuth $\varphi$. For an incidence angle $\alpha$ greater than the critical angle, an exponentially decreasing component appears whose characteristic penetration depth $d(\alpha)$ can be expressed as a function of the wavelength $\lambda$, the refractive index of the glass $n_1$, and the refractive index of the medium $n_2$ as $d(\alpha) = \lambda/4\pi (n_1^2 \sin^2 \alpha + n_2^2)^{-1/2}$. A more realistic model would take into account a multilayer dielectric material (24). However, for small enough depth ($z < \lambda/2$), the TIRF excitation intensity can be approximated by a simple exponentially decaying function (25). For a given angle $\theta$, we can average the contributions of the two polarization components when the beam descends a full circle. Finally, by considering a finite set of incident angles $\alpha$ and depth $z$, we can discretize the problem and obtain the following linear system of equations $g = Hf$, where $H$ is the matrix associated to the operator involved in the image formation (Fig. S3B).

To validate the proposed model, a test sample has been designed containing fluorescent beads located at different heights as previously described (17). A multilayer TIRF and a WF image stacks of the sample have been acquired (Fig. 2B), and a parametric model of the beads viewed through the image formation operator (SI Imaging Model and Reconstruction) has been fitted to the evolution of the intensity versus the incident TIRF angle (21). It is worth stressing that the location of the beads in WF are relative to the objective, whereas in TIRF the estimated depth is related to the distance to the glass coverslip. As depicted on Fig. 2C and Movie S2, the adjusted model is in good agreement with the measured intensity profiles. Indeed, from these parameter adjustments, the location of the beads can be estimated and the slope of the glass slide recovered (Fig. 2D), the latter falling within the confidence interval deduced from the accuracy of the measurement of the different characteristic dimensions of the sample. Finally, from the dispersion of the estimated depth around the average slope (Fig. 2D), we can conclude that the localization precision obtained with this approach is higher than the corresponding precision given by estimating the location of the beads in the WF image stack as already mentioned (17).

Estimating the 3D density of fluorophores convolved by the emission point spread function then would simply boil down to inverting the linear system. Some care has to be taken when inverting such system, as the inverse problem is at best badly conditioned. Nevertheless, constraints can be imposed to the solution such as positivity, and, in the case of time-lapse acquisitions, a multiframe regularization can be used in addition to the spatial and temporal regularization smoothness to solve the reconstruction problem. Moreover, to be effective, such a positivity constraint requires a correct knowledge of the background level. As a consequence, for each multilayer image stack, a background image is obtained by driving the beam out of the objective. Given that several convex constraints have to be satisfied at the same time, we propose to rely on a flavor of the PPXA algorithm (26) to estimate the tridimensional density of fluorophores (Fig. S4). More detailed information on how noise, object depth, and the required number of angles can be taken into account is discussed in SI Imaging Model and Reconstruction and Fig. S5. Finally, to take into account the variations of the medium index, we select an effective index within a predefined range by minimizing the reconstruction error at each pixel under a spatial smoothness constraint (Fig. S6). It is worth noting that the computation time for the reconstruction on 10 planes from a stack 512 × 512 images corresponding to 21 incidence angles ranges from 1 to 5 min depending on the number of iterations.

**Imaging In Vitro and in Vivo Actin Assembly.** The proposed multilayer TIRF image reconstruction approach was then tested on complex samples such as actin network architectures for which spatial resolution and dynamics remain an issue. We first challenged the spatial organization of actin nucleation geometry using an in vitro assay based on micropatterning method (27). In this context, the micropatterns promote actin assembly and constrain the actin organization. This system, giving rise to specific architectures (parallel or antiparallel bundles and networks) mimics equivalent structures observed in cells. Three-dimensional reconstruction of multilayer TIRFM stacks clearly highlights the fact that structures assembled outside of the circular pattern extend in depth and are not restricted to the plane of the glass coverslip. This is displayed both in a color-coded depth visualization (Fig. 3A), as well as in the thumbnails (Fig. 3A, Right) corresponding to four equally spaced slices, taken among 10 reconstructed planes. We observe radially expanding bundles located in the first 100-nm range and a second set of filaments located in the 100- to 500-nm range above. The resulting network is not well constrained, generating an unorganized architecture; therefore, bundle crossings appear (Fig. 3A). In contrast, the network induced by a circular pattern appears highly organized (Fig. 3B). The results obtained with this approach confirm and underscore previously published data (27). Indeed, the gain in axial resolution demonstrates unambiguously that the actin structure arising from the circular pattern is confined next to the patterned coverslip (mainly within the first 50 nm). The analysis presented here emphasizes the structural heterogeneity of actin organization and extent of deformation observed toward the center as a consequence of growing actin bundles encountering each other. This allows the characterization of sites of active force-induced deformation driven by actin assembly.

In a cellular context, depending on the acquisition parameters, an axial resolution of 50–100 nm on average can be reached, or up to 800 nm in depth. This is illustrated in Fig. 3C on LifeAct-mCherry—expressing RPE1 cells, where actin architecture can be restored from an image stack corresponding to 21 incidence
angles, with a resulting 50-nm axial pixel size after reconstruction of 20 image planes. The color-coded depth visualization reveals that the radial fibers (rf) arising from the leading edge toward the cell center are interconnected by transverse arcs (ta) and indicates location of ventral stress fibers (vf) at the bottom of the cell. Details in actin fibers distribution in depth are also well visualized in planes obtained after reconstruction of a multiangle image stack (Fig. 4C, thumbnails). It shows their continuity from the adhesion sites at the leading edge (LE) located on the very first planes (below 50 nm), up to the dorsal cell center (above 650 nm). Six different approaches for reconstructing multiangle TIRF were compared on this image series (SI Imaging Model and Reconstruction and Fig. S7).

The fact that high axial resolution can be reached in “streaming overlap” acquisition mode makes our method an approach of choice to study high dynamics of intracellular architectures. This is one asset of the proposed approach as shown in Fig. 3D and E on LifeAct-mCherry–expressing RPE1 cells where a 400-nm thickness of actin architecture can be restored from a stack of 10 angles acquired within 590 ms resulting in a 50-nm axial resolution after reconstruction. Different dynamic cell structures such as lamellipodia and filopodia are thus observed with respect to their axial localization, as indicated in the color-coded image or in four planes selected among 10 (thumbnails of the zoomed area in Fig. 3D) showing in-depth details at the leading edge of a migrating cell. Time-lapse series of multiangle TIRFM image stacks of moving cells (Fig. 3E and Movie S3) were acquired with a frame rate of one stack of 10 angles every 590 ms. Actin shows typical dynamics of extension (protrusion) and retraction where actin-arc addition to the front of the lamella is balanced by actin-arc removal at the back of the lamella. We could visualize in 3D with high axial resolution, features such as actin filaments crossing on top of each other within a growing lamellipodia and transverse arcs conversion to ventral stress fibers anchored to focal adhesions at both ends (28). Consequently, previously unreported aspects of these dynamics are revealed. As visualized at the leading edge of a moving cell, transverse arcs formation connected to adhesion plates appears concomitant to protrusion/retraction events (Fig. 3E, red arrowhead). Given the high axial resolution, we could characterize the backward movement of the forming transverse arcs during retraction (Fig. 3E, white arrowhead). Movie S4 presents 3D visualizations of another example of actin filament dynamics in a moving cell seen from different angles.
this case, time-lapse series of multicolour TIRFM image stacks was acquired at the frame rate of one stack of 11 angles every 5 s with an exposure time of 50 ms per plane. In summary, the high spatial and temporal resolution of our approach is perfectly adapted to the study of actin architectures dynamics during cell migration.

**Last Step of Exocytosis and Recycling Processes Imaging.** As another biological model, we focused on deciphering the very last steps of exocytosis and recycling processes, using eYFP-Langerin already mentioned in this manuscript as well as TfnR-pHluorin, as reporter molecules. We previously showed that constitutive recycling of the former transmembrane protein strictly depends on a Rab11a platform that coordinates cortical actin anchoring, tethering, and docking of recycling vesicles at the plasma membrane (4S). Here, we performed simultaneous double-fluorescence three-dimensional time-reconstruction of multiangle TIRFM image acquisition using both an eYFP-Langerin/Rab11a-mCherry stably expressing cell line and a Rab11a-mCherry stably expressing cell line transfected with TfnR-pHluorin. Each of the two sequences described below in details is only one example among hundreds of similar events automatically detected within each single cell (Movie S5). Taking into account the highly dynamic behavior of the recycling vesicles, image series corresponding to simultaneous two-color multicolour TIRFM image stacks were recorded at one stack of six angles every 150 ms (at 25 ms exposure time for each angle) on a confocal microscope and 3D reconstruction was performed on the first 400 nm in depth of the cells using a 40 nm axial pixel size. Fig. 4 only sketches few instant snapshots extracted from Movie S5. Selected areas (white squares in Fig. 4A and C) in images obtained by a single TIRF angle are compared with a side view of the corresponding cuboid after 3D reconstruction (Fig. 4B and D). Taking into account the noticeable continuity in Movie S6, a number of dynamics details that occurs in the z-axis can be resolved in the 3D reconstructions, such as (i) the Rab11a-positive structure movement from inside the cell toward the plasma membrane, (ii) the rather heterogeneous delay (up to 10 s) between dock and tethering and docking in live cells in the 3D space but also between experimental conditions (see Movies S5 and S6). Among other information, the delay between the arrest of a Rab11a carrier vesicle at a defined site near the cell surface and the beginning of fusion in the plane of the plasma membrane is measurable (from few hundreds of milliseconds up to second). In contrast, Rab11a vanishes from the recycling vesicles concomitantly to the fusion event and with a similar time constant of the decay phase of 1.01 ± 0.2 s (SD), whatever the studied cargo (TfnR vs. Langerin), in accordance with recent data obtained for the fusion of Rab11/Rhodopsin exocytic vesicles in the apical membrane of MDCK cells (33). Interestingly, the 3D reconstruction provides clues on the mechanism of this Rab11a vanishing, which does not correspond merely to a simple diffusion in the plasma membrane but also reflects a fast dissociation process concomitant to the fusion itself. This enlightens the different decay distributions calculated for Rab11a and TfnR signals after vesicle fusion (Fig. S8), making realistic the hypothesis of Rab11a being recycle from the recycling-vesicle membrane to the cytosol, immediately once fusion occurs. A molecular platform, minimally constituted of Rab11a, Rab11FIP2, Myosin Vb, and therefore actin, has been recently shown to regulate the dynamics of the latest steps of both TfnR (34) and Langerin recycling (15), whereas only the latter was previously shown to be strictly dependent on Rab11a (35). Several results indicate that correlated with a diffusion process in the plane of plasma membrane (Movie S6, upper part), as for TfnR signal.

**Discussion**

Three-dimensional reconstruction of multicolour TIRFM image stacks is a high-resolution technique dedicated to the temporal definition of biological dynamical events occurring up to 800 nm in depth of the cell. Depending on sampling of the incidence angle, high axial resolution can be reached with high acquisition rate (up to 30 stacks per s). This method gives access to high dynamics of intracellular components. Depending on the signal-to-noise ratio, it allows dense regime acquisition or long-term imaging of live sample with a reduced phototoxicity and bleaching compared with WF or confocal microscopy. Additionally, this imaging approach is compatible with denoising algorithms, allowing even lower light irradiation (29). The 3D reconstruction of multicolour TIRFM image stacks relies on fluorescence intensity, which makes possible quantitative analyses on diffusion or dissociation of molecular components. In this respect, fluorescence recovery or photobleaching approaches are also provided by the described setup and can be combined with our approach on live cells. Finally, this 3D high-resolution TIRF microscopy is direct and undemanding.

The exponentially decreasing intensity of the evanescent wave involved in TIRF microscopy limits the domain of the sample that can be imaged, therefore restricting our approach to the observation of biological events occurring nearby the plasma membrane. Consequently, this method is committed to decipher cellular functions such as diverse morphological effects of cell signaling, membrane remodeling, cortical actin polymerization, and dynamics of endocytosis or exocytosis. Motivated by studies describing a dependency of the tethering/docking/fusion process timing upon the nature of the cargo for identical known actors of the molecular machinery such as Rab11a and other partners (15, TS2), we compared the latest steps of the Rab11a-dependent TfnR and Langerin recycling pathways. Our approach allows deciphering of this sequence of steps in 3D without temporal compromise. The experimental workflow also includes adaptation of an automated detection algorithm to identify events of interest, the building of a database of these events interactively connected to corresponding image series and finally the 3D time reconstruction of multicolour TIRFM of the chosen events (SI Imaging Model and Reconstruction). Localization of events allow the characterization of behaviors immediately prior and after fusion, revealing on one hand the progressive nature of tethering and docking in live cells in the 3D space but also making possible the analysis of heterogeneities both within and between experimental conditions (see Movies S5 and S6). Among other information, the delay between the arrest of a Rab11a carrier vesicle at a defined site near the cell surface and the beginning of fusion in the plane of the plasma membrane is measurable (from few hundreds of milliseconds up to second). In contrast, Rab11a vanishes from the recycling vesicles concomitantly to the fusion event and with a similar time constant of the decay phase of 1.01 ± 0.2 s (SD), whatever the studied cargo (TfnR vs. Langerin), in accordance with recent data obtained for the fusion of Rab11/Rhodopsin exocytic vesicles in the apical membrane of MDCK cells (33). Interestingly, the 3D reconstruction provides clues on the mechanism of this Rab11a vanishing, which does not correspond merely to a simple diffusion in the plasma membrane but also reflects a fast dissociation process concomitant to the fusion itself. This enlightens the different decay distributions calculated for Rab11a and TfnR signals after vesicle fusion (Fig. S8), making realistic the hypothesis of Rab11a being recycle from the recycling-vesicle membrane to the cytosol, immediately once fusion occurs. A molecular platform, minimally constituted of Rab11a, Rab11FIP2, Myosin Vb, and therefore actin, has been recently shown to regulate the dynamics of the latest steps of both TfnR (34) and Langerin recycling (15), whereas only the latter was previously shown to be strictly dependent on Rab11a (35). Several results indicates that...
Myosin Vb or Myosin Vb associated with Rab11FIP2 (36) acts at the cell periphery (32), more likely as a braking “tether” for the vesicle onto cortical actin (33). In this respect, the high temporal resolution over the full field of view of our technique should lead to a better space-time correlation between actin fluxes and vesicle tethering–docking, enlightening the relationship between oxycytosis and actin dynamics for example within a migrating cell (37).

Finally, a discriminating spatial and temporal behavior of Langerin compared with TfnR after vesicle fusion is revealed in our study. One should mention that, in contrast to TfnR, Langerin organizes itself as multichain complexes and ultimately forms Birbeck granules (BGs) within Langerhans cells or transfected cells and somehow appear as “open-ended” tubular structures, connected to the plasma membrane by EM studies (23). Whether dissociation kinetics of ternary complexes of Langerin within these latter structures limits further delivery within the plane of the plasma membrane remains to be demonstrated. However, it could lead to the slow diffusion observed in a number of fusion events (Movie S5 and Fig. 4 C and D). Although infrequently observed at the EM level, such BG-like structures could match the phenotype. Moreover, their rod shape is reminiscent of the pointed Langerin-like structures observed here in the z-axis (Fig. 4 D). Once fusion started (Movie S6), suggesting that BGs may represent recycling intermediates.

The volume reconstruction approach could be further investigated as taking into account the point spread function of the optical system in the reconstruction algorithm would allow further improvement in the resolution when having a precise knowledge of the focusing point. Finally, although the lateral resolution of the proposed 3D TIRF microscopy approach remains restrained by the Abbe limit, a combination with TIRF structured illumination, proposed 3D TIRF microscopy approach remains restrained by the Abbe limit, a combination with TIRF structured illumination, and other super-resolution techniques (19, 35) could provide further improvement in the resolution over the full field of view of our technique should lead to a better space-time correlation between actin fluxes and vesicle tethering–docking, enlightening the relationship between oxycytosis and actin dynamics for example within a migrating cell (37).

if not at the expense of the acquisition rate and the azimuthal averaging property of the setup, could prove an elegant approach if not at the expense of the acquisition rate and the azimuthal averaging property of the setup, could prove an elegant approach to go beyond this barrier and lead to an isotropic high-resolution microscopy technique for live imaging.

Materials and Methods

Biological Material and Sample Preparation. M10 cells stably expressing Langerin tagged with eYFP or expressing both Langerin tagged with eYFP and Rab11a tagged with mCherry, were previously described (14). M10 cells were also transfected with plasmids coding for TfnR-pHluorin, and Rab11a-mCherry, before imaging. RPE1 cells stably expressing LifeAct tagged with mCherry were also used. To normalize experimental data in some experiments when indicated, cells were plated onto fibronectin Cytoo chips (Cytoo Cell Architect). The micro-patterning method for actin polymerization was described in ref. 26.

Microscopy. Our setup is based on an inverted microscope equipped with the proposed spinning TIRF module, providing dual color microscopy. This system is interfaced with hardware and software implementations allowing the full control of the illumination incident angle as a function of penetration depth, theoretical refractive indexes, and laser wavelengths. Images are acquired using either an Evolve S12 or Evolve S12 delta (Photometrics) EMCCD camera. Full and detailed materials and methods are available in SI Materials and Methods including acquisition software, image processing, and reconstruction methods.
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